ALEXA, WHAT SHOULD WE DO ABOUT PRIVACY?
PROTECTING PRIVACY FOR USERS OF VOICE-ACTIVATED DEVICES

Anne Pfeifle*

Abstract: Alexa, Amazon’s digital voice assistant, and devices like it, are increasingly common. With this trend comes growing problems, as illustrated by a murder investigation in Bentonville, Arkansas. Police wanted Amazon to turn over data associated with the suspect’s Echo device, hoping it had overheard something on the night of the murder. The case sparked wide-spread interest in the privacy implications of in-home devices that record audio of users. But the biggest threat to user privacy is not that Alexa may overhear a crime—it is that law enforcement will use such devices in new ways that users are not prepared for during investigations. Thus, a solution is needed for users to have the confidence and certainty that bringing these devices into their homes will not erode their privacy. This Comment proposes that companies should ensure privacy protections are engineered into their devices, and that legislatures should adopt forward-looking statutes to ensure protections for users.

INTRODUCTION

Several San Diego households were surprised when, in January 2017, Amazon notified them that they had attempted to buy a dollhouse.1 None of the families had placed an order for a dollhouse, yet Amazon tried to confirm the order anyway.2 Why did Amazon think each of these families had tried to order a dollhouse? The answer is Amazon’s in-home, voice-activated device: the Echo.3

Amazon’s voice-activated digital assistant, Alexa, powers Echo devices.4 The Echo works by listening for a wake word; by default, that
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word is “Alexa.” Once “awake,” the Echo device responds to requests. It can check the weather, order from Amazon, and search the internet. In short, people use the Echo by talking to it.

Returning to the mystery dollhouses: each of the dollhouse-ordering families owned an Echo and had been tuned into a certain news segment. That news segment detailed the story of an enterprising six-year-old girl who had used her family’s Echo to order herself a dollhouse and four pounds of cookies. Near the end of the segment, the anchor said, “I love the little girl saying, ‘Alexa order me a dollhouse.'” That was enough to trigger Echo devices all around the San Diego area.

Though accidental orders are ultimately harmless, not all accidental Echo uses are as innocent. For example, police sought data from an Echo related to a Bentonville, Arkansas murder investigation. On November 22, 2015, James Andrew Bates called the police to report that Victor Parris Collins was dead in Bates’s hot tub. During the investigation, police discovered that Bates’s Echo may have been used to play music that night. Accordingly, officers sought the Echo’s data. Bentonville police served Amazon with two warrants, each requesting the Echo’s data. But Amazon initially failed to provide information to the Bentonville police—specifically the recordings transmitted from the Echo to Amazon’s servers. In refusing to turn over the data, Amazon asserted opposition to broad requests for information and sought to
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protect Echo users’ privacy. But on March 3, 2017, Amazon finally agreed to turn over the requested data.

The rising prevalence of in-home, voice-activated devices like the Echo present on-going privacy concerns. Experts caution that the Bentonville case is merely the beginning—for example, the Echo could be remotely configured to record every word said in a home. Adding to this concern, current privacy laws are generally ill-suited to new technologies.

This Comment examines the current state of privacy protections for electronic communications, like the audio recordings captured by Alexa. This Comment proposes forward-looking solutions to deal with the increasing pace of innovation and will use in-home recording devices, like Amazon’s Alexa-enabled devices, as a way to explore this issue. This Comment focuses on Amazon and Alexa because the Bentonville murder case provides a timely example of the issues that all tech companies face—the on-going conflict between tech companies and law enforcement over users’ data.

Part I will discuss current technologies and the current relevant law. First, section I.A will examine the existing legal protections for electronic communications. Next, it will review expert proposals for updating electronic communications protections. Then, this Comment will detail Alexa’s functionality, followed by the ongoing conflicts between law enforcement and technology companies. Part II will propose a two-pronged solution: one technological, one legal. Companies should “bake in” privacy protections so that the devices are engineered to protect users more effectively. In addition, this Comment
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will argue that new, flexible, forward-looking schemes are needed to protect users’ privacy, and that state law is best situated for that task.

I. NEW TECHNOLOGIES REQUIRE RETHINKING OUR APPROACH TO PRIVACY

First, this Part will provide a backdrop of the current legal landscape, discussing current privacy laws, including Supreme Court jurisprudence, federal law, and state law. Next, this Part considers experts’ proposals to revise current privacy law. Then, it will examine in-home technologies that capture voice recordings. Finally, this Part will analyze the historical disputes between law enforcement and technology companies.


As technology advances, and law enforcement seeks to use those advances to aid in criminal investigations, the current legal regime struggles to deal with novel situations and new uses of technology. This section will discuss the current landscape of privacy protections for digital communications. First, the section will review the state of current federal law regarding electronic privacy. Next, it will describe recent state laws aimed at consumer privacy for technological developments. Finally, this section will examine experts’ proposals on protecting privacy.

1. The Supreme Court Has Not Yet Recognized a Privacy Interest in All Electronic Communications

The Fourth Amendment protects the sanctity of the home, but the meaning of “home” grows more muddled as technology advances. In *Kyllo v. United States*, the Court held that the home’s sanctity cannot be breached by technology not in general public use. Law enforcement suspected that Kyllo was growing marijuana in his home in Oregon using high-intensity lamps, which give off a large amount of heat. Accordingly, agents from the Department of the Interior used a thermal
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imager to scan the house from a van across the street.\textsuperscript{27} The imager showed that Kyllo’s house was significantly warmer than other neighboring houses, leading agents to conclude that Kyllo was growing marijuana.\textsuperscript{28} Traditionally, courts tie Fourth Amendment search questions to common-law trespass.\textsuperscript{29} But as technology has progressed, the analysis has shifted and courts now increasingly evaluate whether there was a reasonable expectation of privacy using the standard set out by the Supreme Court: “‘the individual manifested a subjective expectation of privacy in the object of the challenged search,’ and ‘society [is] willing to recognize that expectation as reasonable.’”\textsuperscript{30} The Court then found that “[w]here . . . the Government uses a device that is not in general public use, to explore details of the home that would previously have been unknowable without physical intrusion, the surveillance is a ‘search’ and is presumptively unreasonable without a warrant.”\textsuperscript{31}

In contrast, when information leaves the home and is shared with third parties, courts have held that there is no reasonable expectation of privacy.\textsuperscript{32} In California v. Greenwood,\textsuperscript{33} law enforcement agents suspected Greenwood was trafficking narcotics.\textsuperscript{34} The officer investigating Greenwood asked the neighborhood’s trash collector to give her Greenwood’s trash bags.\textsuperscript{35} The collector agreed, and the officer discovered items in the trash that indicated Greenwood used narcotics.\textsuperscript{36} The officer used this evidence to get a warrant to search Greenwood’s home, where law enforcement officers found cocaine.\textsuperscript{37} Greenwood challenged the warrantless search and seizure of his garbage.\textsuperscript{38} But the Court found that leaving the garbage at the curb sufficiently exposed it to the public because garbage bags and bins are often accessible by “animals, children, scavengers, snoops, and other members of the
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public.” Similarly, the Court also held that there is no expectation of privacy in dialed phone numbers. Likewise, the Court has not afforded checks, deposit slips, and other bank documents Fourth Amendment protection as they are shared with a third party: the bank. This idea that information shared with a third party is not subject to Fourth Amendment protection is known as the third-party doctrine.

However, cell phones are distinct, and they require their own warrant per Riley v. California. The Court held that a warrantless search of a cell phone was not reasonable, and the search did not fall under the exception provided by the incident to arrest doctrine. The Court explained that this heightened protection is needed because so much information can be stored on a cell phone—essentially a person’s entire life. The Court’s recognition of the vast amounts of data stored on cell phones—and generated by modern, daily life—was exciting to experts and commentators, because it seemed to signal the Court’s recognition that the digital world would require rethinking old decisions. But the Court limited the impact of its holding: “these cases do not implicate the
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question whether the collection or inspection of aggregated digital information amounts to a search under other circumstances.\textsuperscript{47}

That question—whether the collection or inspection of aggregated digital information amounts to a search—has now come to the Supreme Court in the form of cell site location information (CSLI).\textsuperscript{48} CSLI refers to the records service providers keep on which cell site a cell phone connects to during a call or text message.\textsuperscript{49} As a cell phone—and its user—moves through an area, it connects to different cell sites.\textsuperscript{50} This record of different cell sites allows investigators to approximate the location of the phone at different times.\textsuperscript{51} Thus, because service providers store CSLI, some courts have held that CSLI falls under the third-party doctrine.\textsuperscript{52} This group includes the Third Circuit,\textsuperscript{53} the Fourth Circuit,\textsuperscript{54} the Fifth Circuit,\textsuperscript{55} the Sixth Circuit,\textsuperscript{56} and the Eleventh Circuit.\textsuperscript{57} In contrast, district courts in the Second\textsuperscript{58} and Ninth\textsuperscript{59} Circuits
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have ruled that law enforcement access of CSLI requires a warrant. Even the Fourth Circuit, which held that CSLI is subject to the third-party doctrine, indicated its uneasiness with its own decision, and noted that the time was ripe for the Supreme Court to step in and sort out the confusion: “[t]he Supreme Court may in the future limit, or even eliminate, the third-party doctrine. Congress may act to require a warrant for CSLI. But without a change in controlling law, we cannot conclude that the Government violated the Fourth Amendment in this case.”

The Supreme Court subsequently granted certiorari in another case to resolve this confusion over CSLI.

Although appellate courts have not found that CSLI requires a warrant, they have been quicker to grant protections to other types of electronic information, such as the Sixth Circuit’s third-party doctrine decision in *United States v. Warshak*. Warshak was the head of an herbal supplement company that allegedly engaged in numerous fraudulent schemes. Warshak, and others affiliated with the company, were charged with numerous crimes including conspiracy to commit mail and wire fraud. Before trial, the government had obtained Warshak’s emails from his internet service provider (ISP). Warshak argued that the government violated his Fourth Amendment rights by seizing about 27,000 emails without a warrant. The Sixth Circuit agreed.

The court first held that Warshak had a reasonable expectation of privacy in his emails. Second, the court noted that letters received protection, and it did not make sense for email to be afforded less protection than letters. Because the court found that emails were the functional equivalent of a letter or phone call, ISPs were thus equivalent to a post office or a phone company—the ISP makes the communication
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possible. And the court clarified that even if an ISP had an agreement with the user that the ISP could access the user’s emails, that access was not enough to defeat Fourth Amendment protections.

The Sixth Circuit noted that its decision was vulnerable in light of United States v. Miller. The Supreme Court decision from 1976, held that checks, deposit slips, and other bank documents do not receive Fourth Amendment protection because they are shared with a third party: the bank. But the Sixth Circuit distinguished Miller on two grounds. First, the relevant records in Miller were business records, not the potentially confidential records at issue in Warshak. Second, Miller gave the bank his records so that the bank could use them, while the ISP in Warshak was not the intended recipient of the emails, but merely an intermediary. Accordingly, the court found that “[t]he government may not compel a commercial ISP to turn over the contents of a subscriber’s emails without first obtaining a warrant based on probable cause.”

But Warshak’s holding has not been adopted by the Supreme Court, despite the Sixth Circuit’s confidence that its holding can be distinguished from Miller’s holding. Moreover, though the Supreme Court has granted certiorari to resolve the confusion over CSLI, no decision has been released as of this Comment’s publication. Although the third-party doctrine remains as it was in 1976, Justice Sotomayor has suggested it is time for change:

[I]t may be necessary to reconsider the premise that an individual has no reasonable expectation of privacy in information voluntarily disclosed to third parties. This approach is ill suited to the digital age, in which people reveal a great deal
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of information about themselves to third parties in the course of carrying out mundane tasks.81


The primary federal statute on technological privacy is the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA).82 The ECPA authorizes prosecution of any person who “intentionally intercepts, endeavors to intercept, or procures any other person to intercept or endeavor to intercept, any wire, oral, or electronic communication.”83 An electronic communication is “any transfer of signs, signals, writing, images, sounds, data, or intelligence of any nature transmitted in whole or in part by a wire, radio, electromagnetic, photoelectronic or photo optical system that affects interstate or foreign commerce . . .”84 The Act protects these communications while they are being made, while they are in transit, and when they are stored on computers.85

Congress enacted the Stored Communications Act86 (SCA) as a subsection of the ECPA.87 It prevents stored communications from being divulged without consent.88 Under the SCA, electronic storage means “any temporary, intermediate storage of a wire or electronic communication incidental to the electronic transmission thereof; and any storage of such communication by an electronic communication service for purposes of backup protection of such communication . . .”89 There are exceptions for communications related to missing or exploited children, communications received inadvertently, and communications related to the commission of a crime.90
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The ECPA differentiates between communications intercepted in transit and information obtained from storage. It varies the legal protections afforded to communications based on the importance of the privacy interest involved. Consequently, some information requires a subpoena, including the amount of time a person has used an email address; some a special court order, such as opened email messages in storage; and some a search warrant, for example, the entire contents of an email account. Thus, information obtained from storage receives a more relaxed standard than information obtained in transit. Additionally, if law enforcement seeks to access some types of data, then law enforcement must notify the subscriber—the person who owns the digital-storage account. For example, by giving notice, law enforcement can obtain everything in a subscriber’s account—except unopened email and voicemail—that has been in the account for less than 180 days, which they would not be able to do without notice.

But even in cases that require notice, the ECPA allows the government to obtain secrecy orders, so that the technology company cannot tell their users that the users’ data has been requested. Courts grant these orders when a law enforcement officer has “reason to believe” that the company’s disclosure might hinder an investigation. These orders have many critics—including a recent challenge by Microsoft, which noted that “[n]othing in the statute requires that the ‘reason to believe’ be grounded in the facts of the particular investigation, and the statute contains no limit on the length of time secrecy orders may be kept in place.” Microsoft alleged that in a twenty-month period, federal courts issued 3,250 secrecy orders to
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Microsoft alone to prevent it from communicating with customers about requests for data, and of those about two-thirds had no end date.\textsuperscript{100} Microsoft also asserted that users should not expect differing privacy protection schemes just because emails are stored in the cloud, rather than on the user’s hard-drive.\textsuperscript{101}

Experts, commentators, and service providers (like Microsoft) have criticized the ECPA for failing to keep up with changing technologies.\textsuperscript{102} For example, ECPA does not provide transparency to users of technology.\textsuperscript{103} Similarly, experts call it a confusing statute because it is dense, and there are few cases interpreting it.\textsuperscript{104} Even the original drafter of the bill has called for it to be updated to match changing technologies.\textsuperscript{105} In short, many scholars have noted that the ECPA has not kept pace with changing technology.

3. \textit{State Laws Respond More Quickly to New, Specific Technologies, and Have Greater Privacy Protections for Users}

State legislatures have taken a more proactive approach to changing technologies. For example, Washington limits the use of cell site simulator devices, which allow law enforcement to track a phone’s location in real time.\textsuperscript{106} Several states have enacted laws concerning access to and use of EDRs (Event Data Recorders, or “black boxes” in
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States are well-suited to provide users with increased privacy protections because many state constitutions provide higher standards for privacy. For example, Washington has what is known as the “private affairs doctrine”: “[n]o person shall be disturbed in his private affairs, or his home invaded, without authority of law.” Because of this doctrine, Washington does not use the “reasonable expectation of privacy” framework used in federal courts, instead, the analysis focuses on whether something is a private affair:

In determining whether something is a private affair (meaning “those privacy interests which citizens of this state have held, and should be entitled to hold, safe from government trespass absent a warrant”), we consider both “the nature and extent of the information which may be obtained as a result of the governmental conduct” and the historical protection afforded to the interest asserted.

Thus, the private affairs doctrine leads to broader privacy protections than those provided by the U.S. Constitution. Specifically, government access to the following requires a warrant: phone records, garbage, and motel registry information.

However, even the heightened protection provided by some states is not enough protection in a rapidly changing world for data that includes Alexa recordings, according to privacy advocates who continue to call
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for expanded protections. A few states have responded to this call. In May 2017, Montana adopted a new statute limiting access to electronic communications stored by third parties. Significantly, Montana now requires probable cause before a government entity can require an electronic communications provider to disclose a user’s communications. But experts still have qualms about this statute because governmental agencies can request that companies not disclose to users that their information has been requested. Referring to these requests as “gag orders,” experts note that Microsoft has challenged a similar issue on First Amendment grounds, arguing that orders preventing them from communicating with customers restrict their speech. Accordingly, privacy advocates are disappointed that a similar “gag order” provision was included the Montana statute. Privacy advocates hail California’s law—the California Electronic Communications Privacy Act (CalECPA)—as “the most privacy-protective legislation of its kind.” The law expands on California’s already heightened privacy protections. California’s constitution protects privacy explicitly, and California does not recognize the third-party doctrine. CalECPA provides more comprehensive
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protection to more categories of information than any other state.\textsuperscript{128} Under CalECPA, law enforcement must obtain a warrant—limited appropriately in scope—before compelling the disclosure of electronic communications information from service providers.\textsuperscript{129} Though all warrants in California require that the warrant “particularly describe” what law enforcement agents intend to search,\textsuperscript{130} CalECPA goes further by requiring that the warrant describe “the information to be seized by specifying, as appropriate and reasonable, the time periods covered, the target individuals or accounts, the applications or services covered, and the types of information sought.”\textsuperscript{131} Thus, CalECPA narrows potentially overly broad warrants by requiring that law enforcement more carefully delineate the parameters of the warrant.\textsuperscript{132} By adding more requirements to adequately circumscribe warrants, CalECPA prevents “fishing expeditions that violate the spirit, if not the letter, of the Fourth Amendment.”\textsuperscript{133}

And though warrants under CalECPA must be narrow, the definition of “service provider” is broad, and includes services like Dropbox, Facebook, and Gmail.\textsuperscript{134} Because that definition is broad, it provides protections for users of a wide variety of services.\textsuperscript{135} Similarly, “electronic information” is broad and includes “technologically neutral language,” which ensures that future technological development is included.\textsuperscript{136} Significantly, CalECPA requires that the target of a warrant be notified.\textsuperscript{137} If that notice is delayed, the requesting governmental entity must explain why, once notice is given.\textsuperscript{138} In addition, when the target of a search is not identified, the California Department of Justice must be notified.\textsuperscript{139} This notification scheme is used in investigations where information is collected from unidentified targets, such as cell
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tower dumps, where the government compels cell phone providers to turn over all the data from several cell towers that served a crime scene during the window in which the crime occurred. In short, “[c]ompared to ECPA, CalECPA requires warrants for more investigations, its warrants impose more restrictive requirements; it provides more notice to targets, and it furnishes more significant remedies.”

Experts note a few remaining problems with CalECPA, however. First, when and how information becomes an electronic communication is unclear in edge cases, such as if the communication is sent without human involvement. And because the definition of “service provider” depends on whether service providers give their subscribers the ability to send or receive electronic communications, the exact scope of the term remains murky as long as the definition of “electronic communication” remains unclear. Additionally, “subscriber information” is not subject to warrant requirements, but an “IP address” is subject to warrant requirements because it is an electronic communication. Sometimes an IP address acts more as an identifier for subscribers, such as when IP addresses are fixed and attached to devices, not communications. Thus, though experts suggest fixed IP addresses would require a warrant, courts have yet to clarify the issue.

Separately from CalECPA, California also has a law on connected televisions. Passed in response to consumers’ worries about their televisions “eavesdropping” on them, the law prevents recordings used to improve the voice recognition feature from being used for advertising purposes, and requires that “a person or entity shall not compel a manufacturer or other entity providing the operation of a voice recognition feature to build specific features for the purpose of allowing an investigative or law enforcement officer to monitor communications
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through that feature.” In short, this law addressed worries about in-home recording devices eavesdropping on consumers and protections for technology companies who hope to avoid being compelled to engineer their products in a way that is useful for law enforcement, instead of consumers.

Other states have moved towards enhanced protections as well. In March 2018, Washington passed a bill to “protect[] an open internet.” Legislatures in twenty-six states have introduced bills requiring internet service providers to ensure various net neutrality principles. These laws are a response to Congress lifting the Federal Communications Commission’s (FCC) ban on selling users’ data without consent. The bills are focused on what companies can and cannot do with users’ information, and not whether the government needs a warrant to access a user’s information. But they show the increased support for and focus on what happens to users’ digital information. In sum, there is momentum in many states for more privacy protections for users of online service providers.

4. Experts Propose Solutions at Every Level: Federal, State, and Entity

To keep pace with quickly changing technology, experts, scholars, and privacy advocates have proposed a number of solutions to protect users’ privacy. Some scholars propose keeping the third-party doctrine for searches of electronic communications, but advocate that the law should distinguish between content and non-content. Content refers to the information contained in a communication, while non-content is
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information relating to those communications. For example, the body of an email is content, while the size of the email, the date and time, and the recipient are non-content. Scholars propose that, once that distinction is made, courts should proceed “by applying the warrant requirement with person-based particularity restrictions.” These proposed restrictions would require that warrants be directed to a person, not a certain account, as people may have multiple accounts or share them with others. This approach would also exclude information found to be incidental to the specific person and crime.

However, other scholars contend that all digital information should be classified as content due to the vast quantities of data generated by modern life. They also worry that “re-entrenching the content/non-content distinction will not address the longer-term concern: how to protect the privacy interests at stake.” Electronic communications blur the line between content and non-content, so scholars assert that continuing to hang substantive rights on rapidly eroding distinctions only narrows privacy rights. Because so much of modern life depends on entrusting third parties with information, some experts no longer think that it makes sense to rely on the third-party doctrine and would abandon it.

Another scholar proposes keeping the third-party doctrine, but returning it to the pre-Smith, “reasonable expectation of privacy” analysis as espoused in Katz v. United States. This proposal cites Justice Sotomayor’s concurrence in Jones to signify that the time has come for the Supreme Court to revisit the doctrine, and uses the concept of “smart homes,” or homes connected to the internet via devices like the Echo, to examine the doctrine. Given that in-home devices cross
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into the sanctity of the home, the proposal recommends that “the Court, when examining cases that implicate the third-party doctrine, can—and should—apply the Katz test in each instance.”171 In other words, this scholar proposes that the Court should hold that the proper inquiry is a “reasonable expectation of privacy” even when information is disclosed to a third-party.172

But other privacy advocates call for the focus to be on expanding existing state laws instead of waiting for the courts to abolish the third-party doctrine or to modify it.173 California—with CalECPA—is a model in this area.174 Experts predict that state legislatures will look to eavesdropping statutes as a basis for expanding privacy protections.175 However, current eavesdropping statutes turn on consent, but most devices owners are considered to have consented to the device’s listening.176 Experts suspect, though, that many users do not completely understand the scope of the recordings.177 In short, experts fear that users do not understand that they have already consented to being recorded, and that their consent means the recording could be used in court.178

In sum, courts and legislatures have begun recognizing the privacy implications of electronic communications devices, though at differing rates. Federal lawmakers and the Supreme Court have generally been slower to anticipate change than state lawmakers. For example, the Supreme Court has yet to revisit the third-party doctrine,179 though at least one justice has suggested that it is time to do so.180 Experts also note the necessity of revisiting the third-party doctrine, given that sharing vast amounts of information with third parties is a virtual necessity of modern life.181 But other experts propose retaining the third-party doctrine, and returning the doctrine to its “reasonable expectation
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of privacy” roots.\textsuperscript{182} In contrast, statutes like CalECPA require a warrant before the disclosure of electronic communications and are technologically neutral, meaning the statute does not reference any specific, current technologies, but instead anticipates that technology will change.\textsuperscript{183} In short, new technologies have thus far inspired a variety of proposals and responses.

\section*{B. Alexa, Amazon’s Voice-Activated Digital Assistant, Is a Powerful Tool}

Devices like the Echo have sparked significant interest from consumers and law enforcement alike, though many misunderstand the technology. This section will discuss Alexa, Amazon’s voice-activated digital assistant, describe what kinds of devices use it, and explain how the software operates. Then the section will explain Amazon’s privacy policy and how data from Alexa-enabled devices are used. Finally, the section will discuss requests by law enforcement for users’ data.

\subsection*{1. Alexa Records Users, Transmits and Stores Those Recordings, and Uses Them to Learn}

Alexa is Amazon’s voice-activated digital assistant.\textsuperscript{184} Alexa Voice Service can power any computing device connected to the internet that has a microphone and speaker.\textsuperscript{185} As the engine behind Amazon devices like the Amazon Echo, Echo Dot, and Tap, Alexa enables these wireless speakers to perform many tasks.\textsuperscript{186} These devices perform similar functions—responding to spoken requests—but vary by size and portability.\textsuperscript{187}

\begin{footnotesize}
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  \item \textsuperscript{183} See CAL. PENAL CODE § 1546 (West 2017).
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Amazon calls Alexa’s voice-driven capabilities “skills.” Alexa can check the weather, report headlines, create shopping lists, order products from Amazon, search the internet, turn lights on and off, and even tell jokes. Developers can build these voice-controlled skills like they build phone applications. As a result, more and more skills are added to Alexa’s repertoire. For example, the number of skills grew from 1,000 to 7,000 in seven months.

Like Alexa’s skills, the number of in-home digital assistants like the Echo is growing as well. In 2016, Amazon reported sales nine times greater than 2015. Many companies are introducing dozens of voice-enabled devices, from refrigerators to televisions to cars. By 2020, the market for digital assistants is estimated to grow to $3.6 billion.

To use voice-enabled devices like the Echo or Echo Dot, users can use a wake word. By default, Alexa’s wake word is “Alexa.” Amazon engineers chose this word because it was unique, and users are unlikely to say it in natural conversation and inadvertently trigger Alexa to take action. When the device detects the wake word, it begins to record and transmit that recording, including a fraction of a second of audio before the wake word. To cut down on false positives, the device will transmit the recording to a cloud-based verification system, which
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double-checks to be sure that the wake word was uttered.\(^\text{199}\) Alexa can then respond to the request.\(^\text{200}\) During activation, audio is streaming to the cloud.\(^\text{201}\) Storing data in the cloud allows uninterrupted access to the data, greater storage capacity, and lower cost, as there is no need for storage hardware.\(^\text{202}\) Data sent from an Alexa device to the cloud is encrypted.\(^\text{203}\)

Cloud storage also allows Amazon to associate recordings with the user’s Amazon account,\(^\text{204}\) which helps to improve Alexa.\(^\text{205}\) Alexa can learn a user’s voice patterns to better understand the user’s requests.\(^\text{206}\) Gradually, the devices learn the user’s preferences and voice patterns.\(^\text{207}\) Because Alexa is cloud-based, and not bound by a single device’s hardware constraints, complex computing—such as Automatic Speech Recognition and Natural Language Understanding—can be done.\(^\text{208}\) Amazon also aggregates the anonymized recordings to help improve Alexa’s understanding of different speech patterns.\(^\text{209}\) Users can delete their recordings from their account, but Amazon cautions that deleting recordings will impair Alexa’s performance.\(^\text{210}\)
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2. Police Sought Information from an Echo Device in an Investigation, and Amazon Pushed Back

In what is believed to be the first case of its kind, police investigating a murder in Bentonville, Arkansas sought a warrant for records from an Echo in late December 2015. On November 22, 2015, James Andrew Bates called the police to report that Victor Parris Collins was dead in his hot tub in Bentonville, Arkansas. Bates, Collins, and a few other friends had gathered at Bates’s home to watch a football game. After the game, Collins and the others used the hot tub, while Bates went to bed. In the morning, Bates discovered Collins in the hot tub. During the execution of a search warrant, officers found an Echo in Bates’s kitchen, as well as other “smart home” devices that control the temperature and an alarm system. Because the Echo may have been activated around the time of Collins’s death, they sought to retrieve the records uploaded from Bates’s Echo.

Police served Amazon on December 4, 2015. Amazon did not provide the requested data. Police served Amazon with a second warrant, but Amazon still did not provide the information, specifically the recordings transmitted from the Echo to its servers. It moved to quash the search warrant, arguing that a heightened burden for compelled production applied in this case. Amazon also argued that the recordings may contain expressive content protected by the First Amendment. Seeking to protect users’ privacy rights from government intrusion, Amazon argued its customers’ data was expressive content, and was thus protected by the First Amendment: “the fear of government tracking and censoring one’s reading, listening, and viewing choices chills the exercise of First Amendment
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Amazon asserted that both recordings of a user’s speech and a transcript of Alexa’s response are protected First Amendment speech. This protection stems from First Amendment protection of “not only an individual’s right to speak, but also his or her ‘right to receive information and ideas.’”

Amazon first argued that recordings of users’ requests for information are expressive information. It cited cases where an individual’s records of bookstore purchases were protected and noted that Echo users play music, stream podcasts, and play audio books through their devices. Because the recordings reveal more information than bookstore records do, Amazon argued that they are subject to heightened First Amendment protections. Amazon then argued that Alexa’s responses are also protected. Alexa’s responses could include expressive material, like podcasts or audiobooks. In addition, the responses also include Amazon’s protected speech. Speech produced by search engines is protected, and like the content produced by those search engines, Alexa decides what information to include and the order in which it displays responses.

Amazon noted that its users’ purchases are expressive content, subject to First Amendment protections. Thus, like purchase history, Amazon argued that recordings from an Alexa-enabled device are also protected: “[u]sers convey, and the Alexa Voice Services returns, expressive content through their Alexa-enabled devices.”
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Because both the user’s recording and Alexa’s response are protected First Amendment speech, Amazon concluded that a heightened level of scrutiny applies when the government seeks data from Echo-enabled devices. So, according to Amazon, the government must show a compelling interest and a sufficient nexus between the information sought and the underlying investigation. Moreover, Amazon noted that past courts have applied this heightened standard when the government requested Amazon customer information. When the government requested customer information, it “chill[ed] the exercise of First Amendment rights...[and] ‘would frost keyboards across America.’” Finally, Amazon asked for an in camera review if the government’s request met this heightened level of scrutiny to “ensure that First Amendment concerns are properly protected with respect to the specific materials requested.”

But whether users’ recordings and Alexa’s responses are protected First Amendment speech with a heightened level of scrutiny is still an unsettled question: Amazon’s motion was dismissed as moot because on March 3, 2017, Amazon agreed to give the government the requested data.
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3. **Law Enforcement Requests for Data from the Latest Technology Are Nothing New, but That Is Not the Most Pressing Concern for In-Home Listening Devices**

The showdown between Amazon and the Bentonville Police Department is just the latest in an ongoing string of clashes between technology companies and law enforcement agents regarding users’ information.244 The continuing disputes show there is a clear need for guidance from lawmakers.245

The FBI in particular is an early adopter of technology. For example, in 2003, the FBI wanted to use technology like OnStar to eavesdrop on drivers.246 OnStar can provide audio and location information when the in-car cellular connection is switched on.247 Moreover, some cars equipped with satellite radio, like SiriusXM, can provide continuous location information to law enforcement.248

As users share more data with more companies, requests for private data from those devices are becoming more common—and more concerning. In January 2017, law enforcement officers used data from an Ohio man’s pacemaker to charge him with arson.249 The Ohio man claimed that he awoke to the smell of smoke, rushed to gather his possessions, then leapt out the window. But the pacemaker data contradicted his story and showed that he did not exert himself when he

---

244. See infra notes 246–56.


claimed he did. The data from the pacemaker were so helpful that the officers have since made more requests for pacemaker data, leading to two homicide arrests. Data from fitness trackers, like the Fitbit, have been used to support a personal injury claim, undermine a rape claim, and contradict a suspect’s account of a murder. The power and promise of technological advances have intrigued law enforcement for a long time. But technology companies have trouble striking the balance between using their vast amounts of data to assist law enforcement and protecting their users’ privacy.

Though the Bentonville case is over, and as experts predicted, the outcome of the case did not change the status of privacy laws, the Bentonville case continues to provoke wide-spread interest and concern regarding the privacy implications of having a listening device in the home. And there are other ways that voice-activated devices could be used to assist law enforcement investigations. For example, the devices could be configured to constantly record a suspect.
devices would then serve as a bugging device—a microphone in someone’s house.262 A suspect’s interactions with a voice-activated device could also corroborate alibis.263 In addition, these devices could be configured to “listen” for keywords, much like the way Google or Microsoft scan emails or their cloud storage services for images of child abuse.264 So, a device could listen for not only its wake word, but words that are related to unlawful activity. It could also potentially be configured to listen for a kidnapped person’s voice.

II. ADEQUATE PRIVACY PROTECTION FOR USERS OF IN-HOME, CONNECTED DEVICES REQUIRES A TWO-PRONGED APPROACH: ONE FOR COMPANIES, ONE FOR THE GOVERNMENT

Against the backdrop of repeated law enforcement and technology company clashes, devices like the Echo starkly highlight the blurring between two different prongs of privacy: the sanctity of the home265 and the third-party doctrine.266 Emails and files like those at issue in Microsoft’s recent challenge267 already muddy the privacy waters, but voice-activated devices throw the inadequacies of existing doctrine into sharp relief. Voice-activated devices are both in the home—a place with the highest expectation of privacy—and share data with third parties—the place with the least expectation of privacy.268 Some experts suggest
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that bringing devices that transmit data to third parties into the home will normalize privacy intrusions.\textsuperscript{269}

Regardless, these devices’ dual nature shows the outdated nature of the third-party doctrine—especially when there is a valid warrant, as was the case in Bentonville. Focusing solely on judicial revision of the third-party doctrine ignores cases like Bentonville, where there is a warrant. That warrant could reach vast amounts of data—data generated from the most intimate reaches of the home and shared instantaneously, and perhaps accidentally,\textsuperscript{270} with third parties.\textsuperscript{271} Accordingly, more than revision of the third-party doctrine is needed. Both the law and technology companies will need to change to best protect user privacy. This Part will recommend technological solutions and legal solutions to give users certainty in their privacy protections and companies guidance.

A. Neither Technical Solutions nor Legal Solutions Alone Are Enough to Ensure Privacy Protections

Technical solutions are needed in addition to legal solutions, because when the hurdle is technical, not legal, privacy protections for users are stronger, and the government is often less able to compel disclosure. A well-known example involves a dispute between Apple and the FBI following the 2015 San Bernardino, California shooting.\textsuperscript{276} On December 2, 2015, Syed Rizwan Farook and Tashfeen Malik shot and killed fourteen people and wounded twenty-two others in an attack in San Bernardino, California.\textsuperscript{273} The FBI investigated the attack as an act of terrorism because Malik had posted a pledge of allegiance to the Islamic State on his Facebook page.\textsuperscript{274} Questions remained whether


\textsuperscript{270} Hackett, supra note 4.


\textsuperscript{274} Id.
anyone else was involved in or knew about the attack, leading to a dispute between the FBI and Apple over Farook’s iPhone.\textsuperscript{275} The FBI asked Apple to help it gain access to the shooter’s iPhone.\textsuperscript{276} The FBI wanted Apple to change the iPhone’s software to gain access.\textsuperscript{277} This change would circumvent the phone’s encryption, allowing the FBI to attempt to guess the password.\textsuperscript{278} Normally, after someone tries to guess an iPhone’s password ten times, the phone will automatically erase all its data.\textsuperscript{279} The FBI wanted Apple to remove the limit on the number of guesses so that the FBI could use brute force to break the phone’s password—guessing millions of passwords in an attempt to unlock it—without losing the data.\textsuperscript{280} Apple opposed this, calling the FBI’s request “an unprecedented step which threatens the security of our customers.”\textsuperscript{281} Apple’s CEO, Tim Cook, reiterated that Apple would comply with warrants and subpoenas, but that changing software would be “too dangerous.”\textsuperscript{282} Though the Department of Justice received an order from a magistrate judge to unlock the phone, Apple continued to resist.\textsuperscript{283} The FBI ultimately hired a hacker to access the phone, so Apple engineers were not needed to revise the software.\textsuperscript{284} The FBI dropped the case, so the question remains open as to whether a technology company can be compelled to create access.\textsuperscript{285} The question continues to come up, however; in at least two subsequent cases, the FBI has considered returning to court to force Apple to help unlock an iPhone that belonged to a suspect.\textsuperscript{286} Though uncertain, the law could compel companies like Apple or Amazon to modify existing
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software, but so far, technical solutions have allowed companies to resist changing their products in response to law enforcement requests. Thus, technical solutions that provide users with a backdrop of protection, coupled with legal protections that recognize the pervasiveness and importance of electronic communications, would give users confidence to bring tools like Alexa into their home.

B. Companies Should “Bake In” Privacy Protections from the Very Conception of Consumer Technologies

Companies could avoid the on-going friction with law enforcement and protect users’ privacy by ensuring their devices are technologically incapable of giving law enforcement too much insight into users’ data. Because the law can be slow to change, privacy advocates recommend that tech companies advocate on their users’ behalf, even if the law frustrates companies’ good intentions.\(^{287}\) Moreover, as the passage of CalECPA shows, many companies want to support strong privacy measures.\(^{288}\) Therefore, the private sector is likely an effective tool to drive change because it is ready and willing to protect users’ privacy.

Some experts see the failure to protect privacy not just as a legal failing, but as technology companies’ failure.\(^{289}\) Investigators are inventive; they have used, and will use, new technologies for recording and tracking,\(^{290}\) so experts note Amazon’s failure to “bake in” privacy to the same extent as other devices.\(^{291}\) Though Apple has been criticized for privacy issues as well,\(^{292}\) it occasionally takes a different approach from Amazon. As just one example of a different approach to privacy in
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action, Siri—Apple’s voice assistant—both anonymizes and encrypts voice data.\textsuperscript{293} Amazon’s Alexa does not anonymize data.\textsuperscript{294} Experts point to both Amazon’s storage of conversations and the linking of those conversations to customers as privacy concerns that Amazon should have thought through before releasing Alexa to the public.\textsuperscript{295} A second concern noted by experts is technology companies’ lack of transparency. Companies should tell users about the requirements for, and disclosure of, their data.\textsuperscript{296} But other privacy advocates note that this lack of transparency is not companies’ fault;\textsuperscript{297} federal law often prevents technology companies from disclosing to users when their data is requested.\textsuperscript{298} As discussed in section I.B.2, Microsoft has challenged this provision of the law because it wants to disclose to users when law enforcement requests this data.\textsuperscript{299} So, lack of notice to users remains an issue, not only from the technology company but from the government as well.\textsuperscript{300} In short, experts have faulted companies for not imagining the ways that users’ privacy could be impacted by their new products.

Similarly, experts have criticized Amazon for failing to think through the implications of the Echo and other Alexa-enabled devices from the very beginning of the devices’ creation.\textsuperscript{301} Amazon could have avoided its recent fight with the Bentonville Police Department from the outset by making technological changes to its product, like anonymizing data.\textsuperscript{302} In contrast to the Apple cases, the Bentonville case presents a legal question, not a technical one.\textsuperscript{303} The Bentonville Police Department did not need Amazon’s help unlocking data stored inside a specific Echo (the data were on its servers the entire time), but the FBI did need
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Apple’s help to unlock an iPhone. 304 In other words, the barrier to Apple’s compliance was both legal and technical, while the barrier to Amazon’s compliance was solely legal. Thus, at least some of the privacy concerns can be alleviated by technical changes to the Echo device.

Technical changes would help to ensure stronger privacy protections for users. In addition, technical changes would give users more control over and transparency regarding what is done with their data. These changes could include the following: (1) shortening data retention periods; (2) providing notice to consumers when law enforcement requests their data; (3) establishing obvious cues that devices are recording; (4) engineering protections against turning in-home recording devices into bugs; (5) storing as much data as possible on the device, not in the cloud; and (6) enshrining the company’s commitment to never scanning for offensive keywords and concepts, or terms related to illegal activity, in its terms of service.

First, technology companies should shorten the period they retain recordings. Shortening retention would decrease the amount of data available to law enforcement. 305 For example, Amazon retains recordings until users delete them. 306 In contrast, Apple retains data from its voice assistant for up to two years, and most of that time the data is anonymized. 307 Amazon could do something similar and retain recordings of Alexa requests for a limited time. 308 If Amazon wanted to use the recordings to improve Alexa’s performance, it could also anonymize the data after six months, or a similar period of time. 309

Second, companies, whenever possible, could give users clear notice regarding what is happening with their recordings. Users could be clearly notified about what happens to their data and recordings when they buy the device, in the way that California mandates for smart
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TVs. Users could again be notified when they first use the device and when law enforcement requests users’ data. As Microsoft’s recent litigation regarding secrecy orders demonstrates, the ability to notify users is not assured. But in cases where technology companies are not under a secrecy order, they could notify users of requests for their data to maintain transparency.

Third, devices could have obvious visual indicators regarding collection and transmission of data. Similar to giving users notice, indicators that the device is activated gives users more control over their privacy. The device’s hardware could clearly indicate when the device is recording. For example the Echo device lights up when it is recording. Then, a separate cue, such as a different colored light, would show that the device is transmitting that recording. And when a user wants the device to stop recording, there could be a way on the hardware to do that—not just a software switch. The goal of including hardware indicators and switches is to give users certainty and control over the device’s recordings, in the way that a user might put a sticker over a laptop’s camera, unplug a smart TV, or mute an Echo.

Fourth, companies should make remote conversion of devices technically impossible—or as close to that as possible. For example, experts worry that the Echo could be “switched on” to become a remote-accessed recording device without the user’s consent. Just as iPhones do not come enabled with software to circumvent their encryption, other devices should be similarly protected. Thus, Amazon might restrict the use of their Alexa technology to devices that can not be “backdoored” or turned into truly always-on devices. Accordingly, both the
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device itself should be secure and the transmissions should be secured with strong encryption.

Fifth, as much processing as possible should be done on the device itself—not in the cloud. As long as the third-party doctrine is still in place, sending data to companies who store it on the cloud erodes users’ privacy. Additionally, tech companies should encrypt data on the device as well. For example, Apple avoided creating software for the FBI to access locally stored information. If that information was stored on the cloud, then it would have been accessible under the third-party doctrine. Because the law has struggled to keep pace with technology’s changes, companies have a heightened responsibility to protect users’ privacy themselves.

Lastly, companies should modify the terms of service to protect users’ privacy. By committing to never perform constant monitoring for keywords—whether offensive or related to illegal activity—in the terms of service, companies would give users more certainty regarding their information and more clarity about what happens to that information.

In sum, while no company is a completely perfect example of privacy protections, the steps each company has taken so far demonstrates that privacy and business goals are not at odds.

C. CalECPA Is a Step in the Right Direction, and Other States Should Follow Suit

Given the disputes between law enforcement and technology companies, lawmakers should provide citizens, living in an increasingly digital world, with more clarity regarding their legal privacy protections. State legislators have started responding to concerns about privacy for electronic communications more quickly and comprehensively than
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federal lawmakers. For example, California enacted its law on smart TVs before CalECPA. But state legislatures are reacting to headlines: California passed the law on smart TVs in response to headlines regarding eavesdropping TVs, while other states moved to protect users’ private information from being sold after Congress repealed FCC’s ban on selling users’ data without consent. But instead of reacting to the news cycle, states should look forward.

Experts have celebrated California and CalECPA as the pinnacle of this forward-looking response. Other state legislatures should follow suit, and adopt flexible, forward-looking, CalECPA-like schemes. CalECPA stops overly broad warrants, thereby preventing “fishing expeditions that violate the spirit, if not the letter, of the Fourth Amendment.” Importantly, CalECPA also uses “technologically neutral language,” which ensures that users who adopt any new technologies are protected. In short, the momentum generated by attention-grabbing headlines can be used by state legislatures to enact CalECPA-like statutes. The public’s support for privacy protection exists, and states should use that support to draft forward-looking statutes that anticipate new technologies.

Experts suggest that eavesdropping statutes could serve as a framework for new privacy protections. As discussed above, a problem with current eavesdropping statutes is that they turn on consent. When a person consents to a recording, they no longer have a privacy interest in that recording, and it can be shared widely. But most devices owners are considered to have consented to the device’s
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listening, meaning that they have little protection for their privacy interests in the recordings. Experts fear that many users do not understand that using the device means they consent to the recordings. Accordingly, legislators should step in to protect users’ privacy. Under CalECPA, Amazon would be a service provider, and the recordings, electronic communications. Thus, the recordings would receive privacy protections, including requiring a warrant to access. Similarly, CalECPA requires notice to users when law enforcement requests their data, giving users more transparency regarding their data.

Though the Supreme Court may seem like the most effective venue for change to the third-party doctrine, the Court is necessarily reactive, and not forward-looking as is required to address these problems. First, Supreme Court holdings tend to be narrow in the Fourth Amendment context, unlike the broad protection provided by CalECPA. Second, upcoming cases regarding cell-site location data are tempting vehicles for third-party doctrine reform, but those holdings will likely rest on narrower grounds.

In sum, lawmakers should recognize that sharing digital information with third parties is a near-necessity of modern life, and new laws should ensure that this sharing does not erode users’ expectations of privacy. Moreover, laws should anticipate that technology will change, and not simply react to the latest device that makes headlines. Providing background rules will benefit both companies and users: users will feel comfortable knowing their recordings are protected by heightened
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warrant standards, and companies will then benefit from increased consumer confidence.

CONCLUSION

Federal laws and jurisprudence regarding digital privacy have not responded fast enough to changing technologies. And though state legislatures have moved faster than either courts or Congress, they tend not to be proactive. Thus, a two-pronged approach is needed: companies should engineer privacy into their devices, while legislatures should legislate to ensure electronic communications stored with technology companies are properly protected. CalECPA provides a model for the type of flexible, forward-looking statute needed. Building on the momentum of support for privacy legislation prompted by recent congressional action, other states should adopt their own CalECPA-like statutes, taking into account CalECPA’s (few) failings. Tech users should look to their states to protect privacy, as many states have already-heightened protections and could continue to take the lead in this area.
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